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Coronavirus
Job Retention Scheme

A COVID-19
SPECIAL ISSUE
We have summarised the
range of support measures
and help that have been
announced by the UK and
Scottish Governments to
support businesses and
individuals through this
period of disruption.

Under the Coronavirus Job
Retention Scheme (CJRS),
all UK employers will be
able to access support to
continue paying part of
their employees’ salary
for those employees that
would otherwise have been
laid off during this crisis. All
UK businesses are eligible.
Businesses will need to:

We have also provided our
thoughts and advice on
dealing with staff, managing
cash and payments and what
you will need to do if you
are considering applying for
support or an emergency loan.
If you would like to discuss
any of the support measures
announced please get in touch
with your usual adviser at
Martin Aitken or
Stranville John.
Please note we are still waiting
on some briefing papers being
published by HMRC and we
will update our website when
we hear more.

CONTRIBUTORS

•

designate affected employees as
‘furloughed workers,’ and notify your
employees of this change - changing
the status of employees remains
subject to existing employment law
and, depending on the employment
contract, may be subject to
negotiation

•

submit information to HMRC about
the employees that have been
furloughed and their earnings
through a new online portal (HMRC
will set out further details on the
information required)

Consider if putting employees
on furlough leave is absolutely
necessary and reasonable to do in the
circumstances. Again, make sure you
record your reasons (in writing).
Ensure that you notify employees being
designated as ‘furloughed’ in writing,
giving your reasons, making clear any
terms that will apply during this period,
and offering reassurance that financial
support via the CJRS will be available.
The CJRS is intended to be a
reimbursement scheme so it is envisaged
that the employer will have to make the
payments to employees first and then
seek reimbursement from HMRC.

Where employers receive public funding
for staff costs, and that funding is
continuing, it is expected that employers
will use that money to continue to
pay staff in the usual fashion and
correspondingly not furlough them.
This also applies to non-public sector
employers who receive public funding
for staff costs.
Guidance for employers on claiming
wage costs has been published by the
UK Government Click Here

HMRC will reimburse 80% of furloughed
workers wage costs, up to a cap of
£2,500 per month.
HMRC are working urgently to set up
a system for reimbursement. Existing
systems are not set up to facilitate
payments to employers.
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Key points for employers
Ensure that you document your thought
processes and discussions when
deciding which employees are to be
designated at ‘furloughed’ - treat it as
if it is a redundancy situation and think
about how you would need to evidence
your decision. See Dealing with Staff pX.

Words: Ian Finch, Tricia Halliday, Jayne Clifford

Ewen Dyer,
Managing Director
ewen.dyer@maco.co.uk
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HELP FOR THE
SELF-EMPLOYED
The scheme is called the Coronavirus Selfemployment Income Support Scheme (CSEISS).
If you have suffered a loss in income, a taxable grant
will be paid to the self-employed or partnerships,
worth 80% of profits up to a cap of £2,500 per month.
Initially, this will be available for three months in one
lump-sum payment and will start to be paid from the
beginning of June.
You cannot apply for this scheme yet. HMRC will
contact you if you are eligible for the scheme and
invite you to apply online.
Government advice: Individuals do not need to
contact HMRC now and doing so could delay the
work being undertaken to introduce the scheme.
Who is eligible?
Self-employed individuals and those who are a
member of a partnership. In addition, those eligible
must have more than half of their income from
self-employment and:
•

have submitted your Income Tax SelfAssessment tax return for the tax year 2018-19

•

traded in the tax year 2019-20

•

are trading when you apply, or would be except
for COVID-19, intend to continue to trade in the
tax year 2020-21

DEFERRING VAT
AND INCOME TAX
PAYMENTS
The Government will support businesses by
deferring Valued Added Tax (VAT) payments and
Income Tax payments due in July 2020 under the
Self-Assessment system.
VAT
The deferral will apply for VAT payments due from
20 March 2020 until 30 June 2020. All UK businesses
are eligible.
This is an automatic offer with no application
required. Businesses will not need to make a VAT
payment during this period. Taxpayers will be
given until the end of the 2020 to 2021 tax year to
pay any liabilities that have accumulated during
the deferral period.
VAT refunds and reclaims will be paid by the
government as normal. Remember to cancel your
DD if you cannot pay the VAT.
Deferring Self-Assessment payments on account
If you’re due to pay a self-assessment payment
on account by 31 July 2020 but you have been
impacted by Covid-19 you may defer payment
until January 2021.

•

have lost trading/partnership trading profits due
to COVID-19

•

Your self-employed trading profits must also
be less than £50,000 and more than half of your
income must come from self-employment. This
is determined by at least one of the following
conditions being true:

You do not need to be self-employed to be
eligible for the deferment. When the deferral
was first announced it was just for self-employed
individuals, this was subsequently amended to
apply to all individuals who pay their income tax
through Self-Assessment.

•

having trading profits/partnership trading
profits in 2018-19 of less than £50,000 and
these profits constitute more than half of your
total taxable income

This is an automatic offer with no application required.
No penalties or interest for late payment will be
charged if you defer payment until 31 January 2021.

•

having average trading profits in 2016-17, 201718, and 2018-19 of less than £50,000 and these
profits constitute more than half of your average
taxable income in the same period

•

If you started trading between 2016-19, HMRC
will only use those years for which you filed a
Self-Assessment tax return.

In his closing remarks the Chancellor noted that “…
in devising this scheme … it is now much harder
to justify the inconsistent contributions between
people of different employment statuses”. This was
a subtle way of suggesting that National Insurance
contributions will have to rise for the self-employed
once the crisis is over.
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HMRC have also scaled up their Time to Pay offer to
all firms and individuals who are in temporary financial
distress as a result of COVID-19 and have outstanding
tax liabilities.

SUPPORT FOR
BUSINESSES
PAYING SICK
PAY TO EMPLOYEES
The Government will make legislation to
allow small-and medium-sized businesses and
employers to reclaim Statutory Sick Pay (SSP)
paid for sickness absence due to COVID-19.
The eligibility criteria for the scheme will be
as follows:
•
this refund will cover up to 2 weeks’ SSP per
eligible employee who has been off work
because of COVID-19

CORONAVIRUS BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION LOAN
SCHEME
A new temporary Coronavirus Business
Interruption Loan Scheme, delivered by the British
Business Bank, will launch this week to support
primarily small and medium-sized businesses to
access bank lending and overdrafts.
The government will provide lenders with a guarantee
of 80% on each loan (subject to a per-lender cap on
claims) to give lenders further confidence in continuing
to provide finance to SMEs. The government will not
charge businesses or banks for this guarantee, and the
Scheme will support loans of up to £5 million in value.

•

employers with fewer than 250 employees
will be eligible - the size of an employer will
be determined by the number of people they
employed as of 28 February 2020

Businesses can access the first 12 months of that
finance interest free, as government will cover the first
12 months of interest payments.

•

employers will be able to reclaim expenditure
for any employee who has claimed SSP
(according to the new eligibility criteria) as a
result of COVID-19

You are eligible for the scheme if:
•
your business is UK based, with turnover of no
more than £45 million per year

•

employers should maintain records of staff
absences and payments of SSP, but employees
will not need to provide a GP fit note. If
evidence is required by an employer, those with
symptoms of coronavirus can get an isolation
note from NHS 111 online and those who live
with someone that has symptoms can get a note
from the NHS website

•

eligible period for the scheme will commence
the day after the regulations on the extension of
SSP to those staying at home comes into force

•

the government will work with employers over
the coming months to set up the repayment
mechanism for employers as soon as possible.

You are eligible for the scheme if your business is UK
based and your business is small or medium-sized
and employs fewer than 250 employees as of 28
February 2020.

Questions?

•

your business meets the other British Business
Bank eligibility criteria

How to access the scheme
The full rules of the Scheme and the list of accredited
lenders is available on the British Business Bank
website Click Here
All the major banks will offer the Scheme once it has
launched. There are 40 accredited providers in all.
You should talk to your bank or finance provider
(not the British Business Bank) as soon as possible
and discuss your business plan with them. This will
help your finance provider to act quickly once the
Scheme has launched. If you have an existing loan
with monthly repayments you may want to ask for a
repayment holiday to help with cash flow.
The scheme opened for applications
on 23 March 2020.

We understand there’s lots of information to digest
and decisions to make. Why not talk to us and we will
help you to look at the potential options for you and
your business. Get in touch with one of the team by
email (contact details on p2) and they will give you
a call to discuss.

www.maco.co.uk www.mafsltd.co.uk
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Support for larger businesses through the
Covid-19 corporate financing facility
Under the new COVID-19 Corporate
Financing Facility, the Bank of
England will buy short term debt
from larger companies.

This will support your company if it has
been affected by a short-term funding
squeeze and allow you to finance your
short-term liabilities. It will also support
corporate finance markets overall and
ease the supply of credit to all firms. All
UK businesses are eligible.

The scheme was made available early
week beginning 23rd March 2020.
More information is available from
the Bank of England: Click Here

UK AND SCOTTISH
GOVERNMENT
BUSINESS AND
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
The latest statistics from HMRC show the inflows
to venture capital trusts (VCTs) have more than
doubled since 2009/10.
The website below features the support, advice and
information to help with the impact of coronavirus
(Covid-19) on your business:
UK Government support: Click Here

Support for businesses
paying tax: time to
pay service
All businesses and self-employed people in financial
distress, and with outstanding tax liabilities, may
be eligible to receive support with their tax affairs
through HMRC’s Time to Pay service.
These arrangements are agreed on a case-by-case
basis and are tailored to individual circumstances and
liabilities. You are eligible if your business pays tax to
the UK government and has outstanding tax liabilities.
If you have missed a tax payment or you might miss
your next payment due to COVID-19, please call
HMRC’s dedicated helpline: 0800 0159 559/
0800 0241 222. If you’re worried about a future
payment, please call them nearer the time.

Business insurance –
check your cover
Businesses that have cover for both pandemics and
government-ordered closure should be covered,
as the government and insurance industry
confirmed on 17th March 2020 that advice to avoid
pubs, theatres etc is sufficient to make a claim as
long as all other terms and conditions are met.
Insurance policies differ significantly, so businesses
are encouraged to check the terms and conditions of
their specific policy and contact their providers. Most
businesses are unlikely to be covered, as standard
business interruption insurance policies are dependent
on damage to property and will exclude pandemics.

•

•

£10,000 grants for small businesses
in receipt of the Small Business
Bonus Scheme or Rural Relief
£25,000 grants for hospitality,
leisure and retail properties with

a rateable value between £18,000
and £51,000
•

1.6% relief for all properties,
effectively freezing the poundage
rate next year

•

First Minister to convene an
emergency meeting of the
Financial Services Advisory Board

•

urging local authorities to relax
planning rules to allow pubs and
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The number is 0300 303 0660
(currently open 8.30am-5.30pm Monday to Friday)
If you are concerned about being able to pay
your tax due to COVID-19, call HMRC’s dedicated
helpline on 0800 015 9559. Lines are open from
Monday to Friday, 8am to 8pm and on Saturday,
8am to 4pm.

The Third Sector Resilience Fund (TSRF) is a £20m
emergency fund for charities, community groups,
social enterprises and voluntary organisations
working in Scotland. The fund will support
organisations that already deliver services and
products but find themselves in financial difficulties
directly as a result of the coronavirus pandemic.
The primary intention of the fund is to help third
sector organisations to stabilise and manage cash
flows over this difficult period.
The Fund will be delivered by Firstport, Social
Investment Scotland and the Corra Foundation and will
provide grants between £5,000 - £100,000. In addition,
there will be up to a further £5m available in fully
flexible, 0% interest loans starting at £50,000. The fund
will be complemented by specialist business advice
from Just Enterprise to help grant recipients maximise
the impact of the financial support.
To find out if your organisation could be successful in
gaining support from this fund please use the eligibility
checker. This will filter you through to the correct route
for your organisation to apply. To be eligible, interested
organisations must be:

Scottish Government Covid-19 Support for businesses
The package of measures announced
is worth £2.2 billion from 1st April
and includes:
•
a full year’s 100% non-domestic
rates relief for retail, hospitality
and tourism

HMRC and Scottish Enterprise Support Helplines
A new telephone support line has been set up by
Scottish Enterprise for businesses seeking guidance
on the virus and coping with the impacts.

THIRD SECTOR
RESILIENCE FUND

restaurants to operate temporarily
as takeaways
•

extending the go live date for the
deposit return scheme to July 2022

•

halting the introduction of the
Visitor Levy Bill

You can find out more and apply here:
Sources of funding and grants for
Scottish businesses and charities
Click Here

•

a charity, social enterprise or voluntary organisation
based in Scotland and/or primarily delivering
services/activities in Scottish communities.

•

already delivering those products or services prior
to March 2020.

•

and needing funding to stabilise cashflows directly
as a result of the impact of COVID-19, as opposed
to pre-existing financial difficulties

Interested applicants are encouraged to read the
fund’s guidance notes and FAQs prior to starting
an application. In order to apply, organisations
must complete a short eligibility checker to assess
their suitability for the fund. Based on the answers
provided, interested applicants will be directed to the
correct application form depending on their needs
or signposted to other sources of relevant funding/
support. Click Here

www.maco.co.uk www.mafsltd.co.uk
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USEFUL ADVICE
& GUIDANCE

COMPANIES TO
RECEIVE 3-MONTH
EXTENSION PERIOD
TO FILE ACCOUNTS
DURING COVID-19

Dealing with staff, HMRC and your landlord.
Managing cash and payments.
Considering applying for an emergency loan?
Your responsibilities as a Director during this
unprecedented period.

From 25 March 2020, businesses will be able
to apply for a 3-month extension for filing
their accounts. This joint initiative between the
government and Companies House will mean
businesses can prioritise managing the impact
of Coronavirus.
As part of the agreed measures, while companies will
still have to apply for the 3-month extension to be
granted, those citing issues around COVID-19 will be
automatically and immediately granted an extension.
Applications can be made through a fast-tracked online
system which will take just 15 minutes to complete.
Read more here
Applying for an extension here

MARTIN AITKEN
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
DURING COVID-19
We want to reassure you that our priorities
over the next few months will be the health
and well-being of our staff, clients and business
partners; continuing to support and provide an
uninterrupted service to you, our clients; and
ensuring that everyone at the Martin Aitken
Group continues to adhere to the advice and
direction of the public health experts in
Scotland and acts and behaves accordingly.
Although our offices in Glasgow and Johnstone will be
closed, we will continue to operate and support our
clients during this unprecedented period.
All of our staff will be working from home where
possible. Our staff can remotely access systems,
electronic records and our client portal within a secure
IT environment. We are also able to redirect calls to
staff mobiles and home land lines.
If you have a meeting scheduled with one of the
Martin Aitken team they will be in touch with you
shortly to make alternative arrangements. We intend
to conduct meetings by telephone, videoconferencing
or Skype during the crisis.
You can get in touch with the team Click here:
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Dealing with staff
The Government has
announced an array of
measures to help support
employees during the
COVID-19 crisis.
UK workers of any employer who is placed
on the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme
can keep their job, with the Government
paying up to 80% of a worker’s wages,
up to a total of £2,500 per worker each
month. Payments will be backdated to
1 March and initially be open for three
months, to be extended if necessary.
All UK businesses are eligible.
To apply business will need to:
•
designate affected employees as
‘furloughed workers,’ and notify your
employees of this change - changing
the status of employees remains
subject to existing employment law
and, depending on the employment
contract, may be subject to
negotiation.
•

submit information to HMRC about
the employees that have been
furloughed and their earnings
through a new online portal (HMRC
are in the process of setting up the
Portal and further details on the
information required are expected to
be published soon).

HMRC will reimburse 80% of furloughed
workers wage costs, up to a cap of £2,500
per month. HMRC are working urgently to
set up a system for reimbursement. At the
moment, existing systems are not set up
to facilitate payments to employers.
There are still further announcements
expected from HMRC. We will update
you when we hear more through our
e-briefings.
CJRS – Q&A
What does the £2500 grant cover?
It will cover the lower of £2,500 per month
per employee, or 80% of the employees
gross salary plus employer NICs on the
grant amount and the employer AE
pension contribution (3%)
where applicable.

Dealing
with your
landlord

Directors of owner-managed businesses
who pay themselves by a combination
of salary and dividends can only claim
the salary element that has gone
through PAYE.
What earnings period should I use to
calculate the claim?
For employees who have been employed
for 12 months prior to the claim, you can
claim for the higher of the same month’s
earnings from the previous year, or the
average monthly earnings from the
2019-20 tax year.
If the employee has stared within the last
year, you can claim for the average of the
employee’s earnings since they started.
For those employees with variable pay,
you should use their average earnings,
or the period of employment during
2019-20 that can be used
How will payments be made?
Employers should continue to pay
the contractually agreed amounts to
their employees as required by the
employment contract i.e. paying the
employee’s salary and the relevant taxes
and NICs and pension contributions,
where appropriate.
The grant will then be paid directly to
the employer. The grant will be claimed
through a new online portal which is
currently being built by HMRC. It is
expected to be live towards the end
of April. It’s not yet clear how the grant
scheme will operate for employers who
use a payroll agent yet, when we hear
more from HMRC we shall publish an
update note on maco.co.uk
What about existing employee benefits?
The rules for the grant will not displace
the employee’s employment contract.
So an employee’s entitlement to holiday
and sick pay will be as their existing
contract.
Are all employees eligible?
All employees on the payroll on
28 February 2020 are eligible.
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Can workers can be moved in and out
of being furloughed if work becomes
available to and then ceases again?
This has yet to be clarified. The scheme is
being designed to allow for flexibility so
that furloughed staff can be brought back
to work to replace those still working who
later become sick.
The rules are likely to make provision
for instance for sickness cover where a
continuing employee is off sick or selfisolating and a furloughed worker can
provide cover.
Which employees can be furloughed?
The matter of which employees an
employer decides to furlough will be
a matter for negotiation with staff and
employment law. An employee does not
have to accept furlough if offered, but the
employer could then make the employee
redundant instead using the usual
employment law procedure.
It is a condition of the scheme that the
employee must do no work at all during
the furlough period. The intention of the
scheme is to allow employers to pay staff
who are without work.
Further guidance for employees
Further guidance for businesses

The British Property
Federation (BPF) has
published a statement, on
behalf of the commercial
property industry, to urge any
business in financial distress
ahead of the first rent quarter
day of 2020 to speak to their
landlord as soon as possible.
The first rent quarter day is on 25 March
and the commercial property industry is
committed to supporting its customers who
are concerned, through no fault of their own
but due to COVID-19, about rent liabilities.
Businesses will have immediate relief
measures available to them – flexibility
around rents and other lease terms could
include moving from quarterly to monthly
rent payments and providing rent deferrals or
payment holidays, depending on individual
businesses’ financial circumstances.
Property owners however, are similarly facing
the impacts of COVID-19 on their own
businesses and will need further intervention
from the Government – including measures
such as rent subsidies to tenants – if they
are going to help as many businesses as
possible come through the next few weeks.
The retail, leisure and hospitality businesses at
the heart of our high streets are at the sharp
end of the unfolding global health pandemic
and property owners are already working with
these customers who are in temporary distress.
As the disruption continues, the challenges
facing these businesses will spread to other
types of property occupiers and to all parts
of the economy. Property owners will stand
ready to support those that need it, to
create workable solutions that protect their
future as well as the 45 million savers and
pensioners around the country whose money
is invested in commercial property.

Off-payroll working in the private
sector (IR35) On 17 March, the
Chief Secretary to the Treasury, Steve
Barker, said in a statement to the
House of Commons that the start
date for the new IR35 tax rules would
be deferred to 6 April 2021.

Dealing with
HMRC
It is a crucial time for businesses,
especially those in customer-facing sectors.
This week has been one full of uncertainty and diluted messages
as we all try to fight our way through this global pandemic, quickly
adjusting business models to safeguard as best we can.
As far as HMRC goes, on Friday 20 March, the Chancellor
announced that the next quarter of VAT payments will be deferred,
meaning no business will pay any VAT from now until the end of
June. This is set to free up £30 billion worth of cash to employers,
equivalent to 1.5 percent of GDP.
This announcement follows the HMRC plans set out by the Chancellor
in Budget 2020, to create a dedicated helpline to provide information
and advice in response to the crisis. Agreements to date have included
instalment payments, suspending debt collection or stopping penalties
and interest if they demonstrate difficulties paying immediately.
The idea of setting up a deferred tax system for all businesses is to
provide the much-needed flexibility when it comes to cash flow in
the short term, presenting them with the opportunity to restructure
their business accordingly.
Management will need this cash to meet critical short-term
payments to enable ongoing trading and meet the costs associated
with restructuring or mothballing businesses to adapt to the
current circumstances.
What’s more, HMRC has outlined its immediate plans to withhold any
further actions against any businesses where they have outstanding
liabilities to HMRC. It is not yet clear how long this will stand for, but we
can only presume it will last for the next few months at least.
The message from HMRC to date has been one of leniency and
unprecedented support, giving businesses the ability to free
up immediate capital funding to reduce impact. However, it is
important to remember that any money falling due in tax, in this
time, will have to be repaid in the future – the Chancellor has given
businesses until the end of the financial year to repay the bills.
There is no doubt that there is further guidance from HMRC to come
imminently, but I would advise businesses that are feeling the impact
of COVID-19 to seek advice as well as support on how best to use the
extra cash to secure the future of their business.

www.maco.co.uk www.mafsltd.co.uk
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Managing cash
and payments
As the effects of COVID-19 are witnessed
throughout the UK, businesses are facing
increased challenges. Management of cash
is fundamental to successfully running a
business at the best of times but now,
it is even more important.
UK Here are some tips to help you manage your cash
flow successfully:

Your responsibilities
as a Director
1. If you have never prepared management accounts and
produced a cash flow forecast, now is the time to do it.
This will help you look at your business bank account history
and see what funds have historically left the account. Are they
automatic monthly items such as wages or are they variable
payments such as suppliers? Work out when you need to make
payments and put them in your cash flow.
2. Work out payments that are critical to your ongoing
business in the short term and those payments that,
if you didn’t make them, would mean that your
business couldn’t survive.
For example, if you have employees who you need to pay
to keep the business running, they must be paid on time.
If you have payments which can be delayed, then identify
those payments.
3. HMRC has provided support to businesses by delaying
payment of the next tax quarter and recognising that
businesses will need time to pay where income has dropped.
Use this opportunity to delay tax payments and preserve
cash for those critical payments that keep your business
going over the next few months.
Remember though that HMRC are only deferring tax payments
and it still needs to be paid at some point.
4. Preserve cash even if you have reserves.
Don’t think that because you have the money now, you can afford
to make payments which do not fall as critical. The landscape
may change so plan for the worst-case scenario.

Directors will be familiar with their
duties to
•

Act within their powers under the
company’s constitution

•

Promote the success of the company
for the benefit of its shareholders

•

Exercise independent judgement

•

Exercise reasonable care, skill and
diligence

•

Avoid or manage conflicts of interest
which may affect their objectivity

However, if a company is insolvent
then the directors’ duty becomes to
the creditors, not themselves nor their
shareholders. If a company is insolvent
or in danger of becoming insolvent, it is
essential that directors are aware of the
duties they owe to creditors, and of the
things they should and should not do.
The precise details of what factors
they should take into account to
discharge those duties varies from one
case to another, and they should seek
professional advice if in any doubt.
In certain circumstances, personal
liability can be imposed on directors
of companies which go into insolvent
liquidation, and so it is crucial that
directors act correctly to minimise
such risks.
Key issues for consideration
1. Directors need to ask themselves on
a regular basis whether their company
remains solvent.
There are two tests:
•
The ’cash flow test’, a company is
insolvent if it cannot pay its debts as
they fall due.
•
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The ’balance sheet’ test, a company
is deemed insolvent if it’s satisfied,
on the balance of probabilities, that
a company has insufficient assets
to meet all its liabilities (including
contingent and prospective liabilities)
as and when they eventually fall due.

UK Business secretary, Alok
Sharma suspended the UK’s
wrongful trading laws on
30 March 2020 to enable
businesses to “weather the
storm” of Covid-19.

If directors think their company may be
insolvent on either test, duties are owed
primarily to creditors as a whole.

The changes will allow directors
of companies to pay staff and
suppliers even if the company is
facing insolvency.

2. Directors need to consider whether
the company should continue to trade
if it is insolvent

They will also alleviate the
concerns expressed by many
company directors that taking
out additional loans offered by
the Government could place the
director at risk of personal liability.

Personal liability can attach to the
directors for wrongful or fraudulent
trading, such that the directors can be
ordered to contribute to the assets of
the company.

The changes also include a
temporary moratorium for
businesses undergoing a
restructuring process. During
the moratorium the creditors
cannot put the business into
administration.

Directors can be liable for wrongful
trading where they continued trading at
a time when they knew (or should have
concluded) that there was no reasonable
prospect of the company avoiding an
insolvent liquidation and they failed to
take every step a reasonably diligent
person could be expected to take to
minimise loss to creditors.
3. Transactions completed in the run-up
to insolvency can be challenged by the
courts and, in some cases, the courts
can overturn them
Directors should be very careful if they
plan to transfer assets out of a company
if there is any doubt as to whether it
is solvent. If the company enters into
a transaction below market value (for
example it sells an asset at a knock down
price), there is a risk that a subsequently
appointed liquidator or administrator of
the company may seek to set aside the
transaction as a transaction at undervalue.
In addition, care should be taken to avoid
doing anything which may put a creditor
in a better position than it would be in on
an insolvent liquidation.

4. Directors should take particular care
if a group of companies is involved
Directors of multiple companies in
a group should bear in mind that
transactions within the group can be
vulnerable too. A director of multiple
companies owes duties to each
individual company and therefore
conflicts may develop.
If a Director is faced with such challenges,
the following practical steps should
be taken:
•

Board meetings should be held
regularly

•

Full board minutes should be taken
(and circulated to all directors after
the meeting)

•

Maintain and review up-to-date
management accounts and prepare
regular cash flow forecasts

•

Take prompt professional advice

www.maco.co.uk www.mafsltd.co.uk
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Loans are available to
help support businesses
through this period
With tighter measures around social
distancing and isolation, including the
closure of a large amount of businesses
in the hospitality and leisure industries,
we are seeing a rise in queries relating
to funding which the Government
has promised.
The Government has announced a raft of measures to assist
businesses who require funding support through a variety
of initiatives. The main one being the Coronavirus Business
Interruption Loan Scheme (CBILS).
Announced by The Chancellor during Budget 2020, but finalised
recently, this new scheme is one that will provide support to small
to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), across the UK, who are
experiencing disruptions to their cashflow.
The key features and eligibility criteria of the scheme are
briefly summarised below:

5. Interest and fees paid by the Government for a year: The 		
scheme allows for smaller businesses to benefit from no 		
upfront costs and low initial repayments as the Government 		
will make a Business Interruption Payment to cover the first 		
year of interest and any lender fees. This will help to reduce
the pressure on smaller businesses by giving them a year in 		
which to recover and continue as before.
6. Finance terms: The scheme naturally offers different finance 		
terms depending on the product required. For term loans 		
and asset finance facilities, the finance terms are up to 		
six years. Whereas, for overdrafts and invoice finance facilities,
terms are up to three years.
7. Security: The lender can choose to use the scheme for 		
unsecured lending for facilities of £250,000 and under. 		
The Big Four banks have agreed that they willnot take
personal guarantees as security for lending below £250,000. 		
For facilities above £250,000, the lender must establish that 		
the borrower is unable to provide security, before it uses 		
CBILS. Primary residential property cannot be taken as 		
security under the scheme.

1. Established for businesses with a turnover of up to £45 million:
this scheme allows businesses from all sectors to apply 		
for the full amount if they are based in the UK with an 		
annual turnover that doesn’t exceed the specified amount, 		
and have a borrowing proposal that appears to be viable.

Are you considering applying for a loan?
In order to make an application, you should be satisfied that
there is a need. In the current economic environment this
will be, for many, a simple decision. In making an application
you should have a clear view on both the purpose and the
quantum that is desired.

2. Between £1,000 and £5 million facility: This lending scheme 		
is via the British Business Bank and covers a wide range 		
of products, including term loans, overdrafts, asset finance
and invoice finance. These are available on repayment terms 		
of up to six years.

You will be required to provide a current business plan and
cashflow/financial projections for the business for the period
ahead including the rationale and assumptions you will make
about the downturn in trade you will experience.

3. 80% government-backed guarantee: The scheme provides 		
the lender with a government-backed guarantee against 		
80% of the outstanding facility balance. This is useful
in terms of the potential to convert a decision from rejection 		
of a loan to acceptance. However, it’s important to note 		
that the borrowing business will remain 100% liable
for the debt.
4. No guarantee fee for SMEs to access the scheme: The scheme
doesn’t require SMEs to pay an access fee in contrast to the 		
lenders who will be required to pay a fee.
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You should speak to us about what you information and plans will
need to submit to your lender and what will be involved in the
process. We can help you to get ready and prepared.
Finally a word of caution, it is particularly important if the loan
terms you are offered are materially different to those you
have requested. In the event of entering into such a facility, it is
sensible that the directors of the business record their rationale
for entering into a facility that may be, by their own assessment,
deficient to meet their business needs.
Again, we are on hand to assist you to consider the suitability
of the loan terms you may be offered and also, to consider
alternative options that may be available.

LOAN APPLICATION –
TIPS AND POINTERS
The main challenge is working out when
normal trading will return and thus how
much funding will be needed to bridge the
intervening gap. It is unlikely that trading
will return overnight to previous levels once
the ‘lockdown’ is over so you will need to
ensure that you build in a ramp up period in
your projections. But starting when?
You will need to be explicit on how COVID
19 is affecting your business e.g. reduced
sales, delayed cash, reduced personnel
through illness affecting productivity.
Ensure you complete the application form
as comprehensively as possible and have,
for example, up to date financials and a
robust set of projections and assumptions to
accompany the application as well as details
of current financial commitments. That
said, check with the individual lender what
information is required as, for example, a
business plan may be optional.
For loans below £250k, a personal
guarantee should not be required but
confirm this with the lender.
You may bank with a bank that is not on the
lenders panel and therefore have to start
afresh in looking for a lender. If one lender
turns you down, you can still approach other
lenders within the scheme.
Access to the scheme has now been
opened up to smaller businesses facing
cashflow difficulties who previously
would not have been eligible for CBILS
because they met the requirements for a
standard commercial facility. However, the
Government has not put any restrictions
on the interest rates that the 40 banks
involved in the scheme can charge for the
loans, so worth shopping around.
We can provide guidance and application
support, as well as introducing clients to
the scheme lenders and alternative finance
providers. Get in touch with Euan Ferries
to arrange a call to discuss:
euan.ferries@maco.co.uk
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Covid-19:MAFS
Update for investors

Key Announcements from
the Spring Budget 2020

Coronavirus – Covid-19
appears to be receding
in China but taking hold
and indeed accelerating
everywhere else around
the world.

The full highlights and
commentary are on
maco.co.uk

Our thoughts at this time are with
everyone who has been directly or
indirectly affected by the contagion. It
will inevitably be a difficult period for all
of us in the UK, especially if the situation
in Italy is replicated here, which as I write
is looking increasingly likely.
We must continue to adhere to the
advice and direction of the public health
experts in Scotland and the rest of the
UK and act and behave accordingly. This
is not a time for amateur assessments
and for that matter some of the bad
news peddlars we are seeing daily on our
TV screens and in the online and print
media. We know that bad news sells
and some journalists have a canny ability
of making bad news seem a whole lot
worse than it actually is or will be.
You’ll be aware that in response to the
outbreak that stock markets around
the world are in an anxious mood are
re-positioning to the downside. We have
seen some dramatic falls as the markets
are trying to come to terms with the
shock and those shocks that are still
to come.
So, I wanted to make you aware of
our thoughts and to remind you that
we’re here if you have any questions
or concerns.
The ebbs and flows, and highs and lows, of
stock markets are perhaps the only thing
we can safely say are a given. Cutting and
running may be on the mind of some, but
it may not be the correct medium, or for
that matter short term strategy.

Irrespective of how Covid-19 plays out,
our advice will remain consistent. Don’t
try and second-guess the markets and
don’t let short term market volatility
distract you from an asset allocated,
diversified investment strategy.
As we have never been through this type
of event in most of our living memories
in the UK, nobody knows exactly how it
will unfold and what the impacts will be
for equities, inflation, interest rates, etc.
despite what some are predicting in the
media. There is no past performance,
there are no precedents and the future is
impossible to predict.
Invest for long enough and you will
experience markets rip-roaring at their
peaks one minute, to then suddenly
come hurtling down before anyone can
sound the warning bell. The when is
unknown, as too is the why, but we know
they’re inevitable.
Since 1975, the UK Stock market has
fallen by 20% or more nine times. Each
time going on to record new highs
and considerably higher stock market
valuations in the years that followed. So,
keep in mind the long term time frame.
We don’t doubt the resilience of UK
companies and predict that they will
navigate the impacts of the Covid-19
successfully. Over the long term the stock
market has grown even with short-term
setbacks – though there are never any
guarantees and past performance is not
a guide to the future.
It is nigh on impossible to second-guess
when is the best time to enter or exit
the market, as the speed at which
markets react to news, good and bad,
means that stock prices have already
absorbed the information.

With any long-term investment strategy,
having a mix of investments is key. At
any point, there’ll be certain sectors or
regions that are doing better than others.
A portfolio moving in different directions
is actually a good thing. It shows that you
aren’t exposed to all the same risks.
Investors with diversified portfolios, who
stay in the market, have historically and
consistently experienced steady gains
over time. Perhaps the most important
lesson from the past 30 years of stock
market volatility is that heavy falls in
markets end up being little more than a
stumble in the market’s long term rise.
Although this cannot always guaranteed.
So, our advice is to ignore the noise
and daily market speculation and
movements, and focus on the long
term. It’s also important to remember
that volatility also presents buying
opportunities. Regular reviews provide
the opportunity for ongoing discussion
and assessment of appetite for
investment risk, investment time horizon
and investment goals.
Rest assured, we will be very aware of
every market movement, but at the same
time we won’t overreact to what can
often be just noise.

The Chancellor announced a £12
billion “temporary, timely and
targeted” coronavirus stimulus on top
of an £18 billion increase in general
public spending, but tax measures
were relatively few. An additional
£330bn in loans, £20bn in other aid, a
business rates holiday (England, Wales
& NI), and grants for retailers and pubs
were also announced on 17th March
2020 by the Chancellor.
The pension annual allowance
thresholds will each be increased by
£90,000 from 2020/21, removing taper as
an issue for most people with incomes
under £200,000.
The capital gains tax entrepreneurs’
relief lifetime limit has been cut
from £10 million to £1 million with
immediate effect.
The annual investment limit for junior
ISAs and child trust funds will be
increased to £9,000 from 2020/21.
The national insurance contributions
employment allowance will increase
from £3,000 to £4,000 from April 2020.

From April 2021, only zero emission
vehicles will get 100% first year
allowances. Cars with emissions up to
50g/km will have an 18% a year writing
down allowance; for higher emitters the
allowance will be 6% a year.
From April 2022, red diesel (and
rebated biofuels) will only be available
to users for agriculture, rail and noncommercial heating.
E-publications (e-books, e-newspapers,
e-magazines and academic e-journals)
will be VAT zero-rated from 1
December 2020.
NEW: UK Business and Personal Tax
rates 2020-21 available on maco.co.uk
Employment taxes: changes for the
new tax year from 6 April 2020 available
on maco.co.uk
Off-payroll working in the private
sector (IR35) rules deferred.
On 17 March, the Chief Secretary to
the Treasury, Steve Barker, said in a
statement to the House of Commons
that the start date for the new IR35 tax
rules would be deferred to 6 April 2021.

Tax Rates

2020/21

There will be a review of the taxation
of funds to make the UK more attractive
for fund management. It will also
consider the VAT treatment of fund
management fees.

If you wish to discuss any aspect of
the current situation then please do
get in touch with your Martin Aitken
Independent Financial Adviser.

Tax Rate Card
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We hope this update has provided
you with some useful guidance and
pointers on the support available to
you during this period of disruption
caused by Covid-19.
Our team are on hand to discuss any of
the support measures announced and
to guide you during this difficult time.
If you have any questions or concerns,
please do not hesitate to get in touch.
We look forward to hearing from you
and wherever you are at this time,
do take care.
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